Agency Overview
Comton Group began trading in November 2018 with the goal of
being the ‘go to’ Steel Stockholding recruitment company. In the
medium term co-founders Mike and Pete plan to develop a team
to look after the fabrications and engineering sectors too.
Consultants within the Group have expert industry knowledge,
giving them a deep understanding of the roles within the sectors
they appoint for.

Business Challenge
Mike Bolton | Director

In a time when people aren't
always comfortable doing faceto-face interviews, having Odro
is really ensuring our business
is continuing to grow
throughout these trying times.
We've really ingrained video
into our processes. Also, we
love our Odro hoodies!

We had been using a competitors' video software previously but
after demoing Odro we felt the analytics were far superior.
Capture™ was another big seller for us. Being able to send solo
videos and screen record while you're talking is a game-changer.
These days candidates are desperate to be able to present
themselves to hiring managers and Odro allows them to be seen.

The Outcome
We've had massive success as a result of the analytics already. We
love being able to see how much of the video our clients have
watched. It allows us to go back to the candidate we're
representing, dig a little bit deeper and then go back to the client
with more, or clearer, info. It's fantastic when you see the client
has watched a video more than once; you know the client will be
progressing to the next stage.

3 times our annual investment back in 1.5 weeks
Placement made on first job using Odro
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